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student volunteers 48 words and then abruptly asked
them to write down as many as they could remember.
Next came a practice session: students were given a
random subset of the test words and were asked to type
them out. Bem found that some students were more
likely to remember words in the test if they had later
practised them. Effect preceded cause.
Bem published his findings in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP) along with eight other
experiments1 providing evidence for what he refers to
as “psi”, or psychic effects. There is, needless to say, no
shortage of scientists sceptical about his claims. Three

portion of the findings in the literature simply might not
replicate was brought home by the fact that there are
more and more of these counterintuitive findings in the
literature,” says Eric-Jan Wagenmakers, a mathematical
psychologist from the University of Amsterdam.
Positive results in psychology can behave like rumours:
easy to release but hard to dispel. They dominate most
journals, which strive to present new, exciting research.
Meanwhile, attempts to replicate those studies, especially when the findings are negative, go unpublished,
languishing in personal file drawers or circulating in
conversations around the water cooler. “There are some
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characterize the genetic alterations

in human cancers have led to a better
understanding of molecular drivers of this
complex set of diseases. Although we in the
cancer field hoped that this would lead to
more effective drugs, historically, our ability
to translate cancer research to clinical success has been remarkably low1. Sadly, clinical

trials in oncology have the highest failure
rate compared with other therapeutic areas.
Given the high unmet need in oncology, it
is understandable that barriers to clinical
development may be lower than for other
disease areas, and a larger number of drugs
with suboptimal preclinical validation will
enter oncology trials. However, this low success rate is not sustainable or acceptable, and
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investigators must reassess their approach to
translating discovery research into greater
clinical success and impact.
Many factors are responsible for the high
failure rate, notwithstanding the inherently difficult nature of this disease. Certainly, the limitations of preclinical tools
such as inadequate cancer-cell-line and
mouse models2 make it difficult for even
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IN THE WAKE OF HIGH-PROFILE CONTROVERSIES, PSYCHOLOGISTS
ARE FACING UP TO PROBLEMS WITH REPLICATION.

F

or many psychologists, the clearest sign that their
field was in trouble came, ironically, from a study
about premonition. Daryl Bem, a social psychologist at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, showed
student volunteers 48 words and then abruptly asked
them to write down as many as they could remember.
Next came a practice session: students were given a
random subset of the test words and were asked to type
them out. Bem found that some students were more
likely to remember words in the test if they had later
practised them. Effect preceded cause.
Bem published his findings in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP) along with eight other
experiments1 providing evidence for what he refers to
as “psi”, or psychic effects. There is, needless to say, no

research teams independently tried to replicate the effect
Bem had reported and, when they could not, they faced
serious obstacles to publishing their results. The episode
served as a wake-up call. “The realization that some proportion of the findings in the literature simply might not
replicate was brought home by the fact that there are
more and more of these counterintuitive findings in the
literature,” says Eric-Jan Wagenmakers, a mathematical
psychologist from the University of Amsterdam.
Positive results in psychology can behave like rumours:
easy to release but hard to dispel. They dominate most
journals, which strive to present new, exciting research.
Meanwhile, attempts to replicate those studies, especially when the findings are negative, go unpublished,
languishing in personal file drawers or circulating in
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We conducted replications of 100 experimental and correlational studies
published in three psychology journals using high-powered designs and
original materials when available.
Replication effects were half the magnitude of original effects,
representing a substantial decline. Ninety-seven percent of original
studies had statistically significant results. Thirty-six percent of
replications had statistically significant results

the vast majority of published research
claims [6–8]. However, this should
Essay
not be
surprising. It can be proven
that most claimed research findings
are false. Here I will examine the key

table in which research findings are
compared against the gold standard
of true relationships in a scientific
field. In a research field both true and
false hypotheses can be made about
the presence of relationships. Let R
be the ratio of the number of “true
relationships” to “no relationships”
among those tested in the field. R
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vary a lot depending on whether the
field targets highly likely relationships
or searches for only one or a few
true relationships among thousands
and millions of hypotheses that may
be postulated. Let us also consider,
for computational simplicity,
circumscribed fields where either there
is only one true relationship (among
many that can be hypothesized) or
the power is similar to find any of the
several existing true relationships. The
pre-study probability of a relationship
being true is R⁄(R + 1). The probability
of a study finding a true relationship
reflects the power 1 − β (one minus
the Type II error rate). The probability
of claiming a relationship when none
truly exists reflects the Type I error
rate, α. Assuming that c relationships
are being probed in the field, the
expected values of the 2 × 2 table are
given in Table 1. After a research
finding has been claimed based on
achieving formal statistical significance,
the post-study probability that it is true
is the positive predictive value, PPV.
The PPV is also the complementary
probability of what Wacholder et al.

Why Most Published Research Findings
Are False

The Essay section contains opinion pieces on topics
of broad interest to a general medical audience.
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Summary

There is increasing concern that most
current published research findings are
false. The probability that a research claim
is true may depend on study power and
bias, the number of other studies on the
same question, and, importantly, the ratio
of true to no relationships among the
relationships probed in each scientific
field. In this framework, a research finding
is less likely to be true when the studies
conducted in a field are smaller; when
effect sizes are smaller; when there is a
greater number and lesser preselection
of tested relationships; where there is
greater flexibility in designs, definitions,
outcomes, and analytical modes; when
there is greater financial and other
interest and prejudice; and when more
teams are involved in a scientific field
in chase of statistical significance.
Simulations show that for most study
designs and settings, it is more likely for
a research claim to be false than true.
Moreover, for many current scientific
fields, claimed research findings may
often be simply accurate measures of the
prevailing bias. In this essay, I discuss the
implications of these problems for the

•
•

•

•

Modeling the Framework for False
Positive Findings
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Irreproducibility in neuroimaging

JAMA Psychiatry. 2017;74(1):47-55.
Overall analyses across cognitive processing experiments (P > .
29) and across emotional processing experiments (P > .47)
revealed no significant results. Similarly, no convergence was
found in analyses investigating positive (all P > .15), negative (all P
> .76), or memory (all P > .48) processes. Analyses that restricted
inclusion of confounds (eg, medication, comorbidity, age) did not
change the results.
poldracklab.org

Irreproducible correlations

Here, we attempt to replicate five structural
brain-behavior correlation studies
comprising a total of 17 effects. To prevent
the impact of QRPs we employed a
preregistered, purely confirmatory
replication approach. For all but one of the
17 findings under scrutiny, confirmatory
Bayesian hypothesis tests indicated
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis
ranging from anecdotal (Bayes factor < 3)
to strong (Bayes factor > 10). In several
studies, effect size estimates were
substantially lower than in the original
studies.
poldracklab.org

http://reproducibility.stanford.edu

Designing a more reproducible scientific enterprise
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Cognitive biases in scientific reasoning

•

“The first principle is that you must not fool yourself
and you are the easiest person to fool”
- R. Feynman

•

We pay more attention to information that confirms
our hypotheses or biases versus those that
disconfirm them

•

We fail to consider alternative hypotheses that could
explain the data

•

We fail to consider base rates
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Improving the choice architecture of science
•

Choice architecture
•

•

particular set of features that
drive people toward or away
from particular choices

Nudges
•

Improving incentives

•

Using the power of defaults

•

Providing feedback

•

Expecting and prevent errors
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enterprise, with certain kinds of findings more likely to
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be published
than others. Research that produces novel
results, statistically significant results (that is, typically
p < 0.05) and seemingly ‘clean’ results is more likely to be
published2,3. As a consequence, researchers have strong
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Eﬀect size inflation due to low power
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“One important conclusion that emerges from both GWAS and
sequencing studies is that there are no common variants of
large eﬀect. … for quantitative phenotypes, the expected
eﬀect sizes are less than 0.5% of phenotypic variance” (Flint &
Munafo, 2013)
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“To obtain the degree of significance reported in the 2002 paper, the
locus must explain about 28% of phenotypic variance”

Sample size and power in fMRI studies

• Median study in 2015 was powered to find a single 200 voxel
activation with d~0.75
• Is that a plausible effect size for fMRI?
Thanks to Sean David and Tal Yarkoni
for sample size data

Poldrack et al, 2016, NRN
poldracklab.org

Circularity inflates eﬀect size estimates
Correlation between random simulated behavioral variable
and activation across 28 subjects
~220,000 voxels
p < 0.001
10 voxels cluster threshold

Cohen’s d = 3.5

https://github.com/poldracklab/ScanningTheHorizon
poldracklab.org

Estimating realistic eﬀect sizes

}
HCP
group
motor task
analysis
data

unbiased
ES
estimate

group
map
poldracklab.org

What are realistic eﬀect sizes for fMRI?
ll dium ge
a
sm me lar

Estimated from HCP task data
using combined anatomical + neurosynth ROIs

Poldrack et al, 2016, NRN
poldracklab.org

•

“My result isn’t significant, so I need to add more
subjects…”

poldracklab.org

Percentage of False-Positive Results

4
Sample size
flexibility

25

Table 2. Simple Solutio
Publications

Minimum Sample Size
n ≥ 10
n ≥ 20
22.1%

20
17.0%

16.3%
15

14.3%

13.3%

12.7%
10.4%

11.5%

10
5
0
1

5

10

20

Number of Additional Per Condition
Observations Before Performing Another t Test
Fig. 1. Likelihood of obtaining a false-positive result when data collection
ends upon obtaining significance (p ≤ .05, highlighted by the dotted line). The
figure depicts likelihoods for two minimum sample sizes, as a function of the
frequency with which significance tests are performed.

Requirements for autho
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4. Authors must repo
failed manipulation
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the statistical resu
6. If an analysis includ
statistical results o
Guidelines for reviewers
1. Reviewers should
2. Reviewers should
3. Reviewers should
results do not hin
4. If justifications of d
ling, reviewers sho
exact replication.

-Simmons et al., 2011, Psychological Science

Contradicting this intuition, Figure 1 shows the false-positive rates from additional simulations for a researcher who has

poldracklab.org
pair of
observations.

Data from Shine et al. (2013): fMRI changes associated with freezing in
Improvement:
sample
size walkin
Parkinson’s disease.always
Contrast:predetermine
freezing (motor arrest)
vs. normal
neuropowertools.org

ropower (www.neuropowertools.org)

Joke Durnez
poldracklab.org

Improvement: Always pre-register study plans

•
•

Register sample size and analysis plan up front
This does not prevent exploratory analysis

•

But planned and exploratory analyses should be
clearly delineated in the paper

http://www.russpoldrack.org/2016/09/why-preregistration-no-longer-makes-me.html
poldracklab.org
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Sample size and machine learning analyses
Varoquaux, 2017

Figure 2: Sample sizes in neuroimaging studies A stacked
histogram compounding sample sizes from multiple sources: the
Woo et al. (2017) review paper, di↵erentiating Autism, Depression,
Pyschosis, and Alzheimer’s studies, the Arbabshirani et al. (2017)
review paper, di↵erentiating Schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s studies,
the Brown and Hamarneh (2016) review on prediction from connectomes, and the Wolfers et al. (2015) review on prediction for psychiatric disorders, as well as the 100 first answers to a pubmed search
on ”fmri decoding”. The total histogram comprises 642 studies, with
a median number of samples of 89.
Note that I did not consider groups of less than 25 studies, and hence
did not break up into pathologies the Brown and Hamarneh (2016)
and Wolfers et al. (2015) reviews.

2.2. Small sample sizes undermine statistical control
Underestimated errors. Not only are the errors of
cross-validation large, but it is also easy to underestimate
them, as when using as a null the binomial distribution.
The simplest approach to put error bars on crossvalidation results is to look at the dispersion of the prediction accuracy across the folds. However as the predictions
are not independent across folds, estimates of the variance or related statistical tests are optimistic (Bengio and
Grandvalet, 2004). On the simulated data, formulas based
on the standard error to mean underestimate confidence
bounds by a factor of 0.7 in the best case (Appendix D).
Permutation testing gives good statistical control on
the prediction accuracy (Stelzer et al., 2013). Literature
search on Google Scholar3 suggest that around a 30% of
the publications on MVPA (mostly searchlight-based analysis) use permutations, but that only 15% of the fMRI

muted labels

poldracklab.org

Threats to reproducibilty: high dimensionality
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Improvement: Use nonparametric corrections
Anders Eklunda,b,c,1, Thomas E. Nicholsd,e, and Hans Knutssona,c
a

Division of Medical Informatics, Department of Biomedical Engineering, Linköping University, S-581 85 Linköping, Sweden; bDivision of Statistics and
Machine Learning, Department of Computer and Information Science, Linköping University, S-581 83 Linköping, Sweden; cCenter for Medical Image
Beijing,
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t-test,
Science and Visualization, Linköping University, S-581 83 Linköping, Sweden; dDepartment of Statistics, University of Warwick,
Coventry
CV4 7AL, United
e
80
Kingdom; and WMG, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom
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A

6 mm, CDT p = 0.01
B1 10 s on off
B2 30 s on off
E1 2 s events
E2 randomized events
Expected
95% CI

Edited by Emery N. Brown, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, and approved May 17, 2016 (received for review February 12, 2016)

Nonparametric methods
S are preferred
| statistics | false positives | cluster inference | permutation test

ince its beginning more than 20 years ago, functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) (1, 2) has become a popular tool
for understanding the human brain, with some 40,000 published
papers according to PubMed. Despite the popularity of fMRI as a
tool for studying brain function, the statistical methods used have
rarely been validated using real data. Validations have instead
mainly been performed using simulated data (3), but it is obviously
very hard to simulate the complex spatiotemporal noise that arises
from a living human subject in an MR scanner.
Through the introduction of international data-sharing initiatives in the neuroimaging field (4–10), it has become possible to
evaluate the statistical methods using real data. Scarpazza et al.
(11), for example, used freely available anatomical images from

B

ate (%)

fMRI

NEUROSCIENCE

•

Common cluster-based
methods perform badly at
low cluster-forming
thresholds

STATISTICS

•

70
(FWE), the chance of one or more false positives, and empirically
measure the FWE as the proportion of analyses that give rise to
60 Here, we consider both two-sample and
any significant results.
one-sample designs. Because two groups of subjects are randomly
drawn from a large group of healthy controls, the null hypothesis
50 in brain activation should be true. Moreof no group difference
over, because the resting-state fMRI data should contain no
consistent shifts in blood
40 oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity,
for a single group of subjects the null hypothesis of mean zero
activation should also be true. We evaluate FWE control for both
voxelwise inference, 30
where significance is individually assessed at
each voxel, and clusterwise inference (19–21), where significance
is assessed on clusters formed with an arbitrary threshold.
20
In brief, we find that all three packages have conservative
voxelwise inference and invalid clusterwise inference, for both
one- and two-sample10
t tests. Alarmingly, the parametric methods
can give a very high degree of false positives (up to 70%, compared with the nominal 5%) for clusterwise inference. By com0
parison, the nonparametric
permutation test (22–25) is found to
FLAME1
OLS 3dttest
3dMEMA Perm
produce nominal results forSPM
both voxelwise
andFSL
clusterwise
inference for two-sample t tests, and nearly nominal results for onesample t tests. We explore why Cambridge,
the methods fail
tosample
appropriately
one
t-test, 6 mm, CDT p = 0.01
80 risk.
control the false-positive
B1 10 s on off
B2 30 s on off
Results
70
E1 2 s events
A total of 2,880,000 random group analyses were performed to
E2 randomized events
compute the empirical false-positive rates of SPM, FSL, and
Expected
95% CI
AFNI; these comprise
601,000 one-sided random analyses repeated
for 192 parameter combinations, three thresholding approaches,
and five tools in the three software packages. The tested parameter
50
Familywise error rate (%)

The most widely used task functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) analyses use parametric statistical methods that depend on a
variety of assumptions. In this work, we use real resting-state data
and a total of 3 million random task group analyses to compute
empirical familywise error rates for the fMRI software packages SPM,
FSL, and AFNI, as well as a nonparametric permutation method. For a
nominal familywise error rate of 5%, the parametric statistical
methods are shown to be conservative for voxelwise inference
and invalid for clusterwise inference. Our results suggest that the
principal cause of the invalid cluster inferences is spatial autocorrelation functions that do not follow the assumed Gaussian shape. By
comparison, the nonparametric permutation test is found to produce
nominal results for voxelwise as well as clusterwise inference. These
findings speak to the need of validating the statistical methods being
used in the field of neuroimaging.

Eklund et al., 2016
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Threats to reproducibility: Methodological flexibility

•

Using standard FSL
analysis options

•

69,120 possible
analysis workflows

Poldrack et al, 2017, NRN

Processing step

Reason

Options

Number of
plausible
options

Motion correction

Correct for head motion
during scanning

Interpolation [linear vs. sinc]
Reference volume [single vs.
mean]

4

Slice timing
correction

Correct for differences in
acquisition timing of
different slices

No/before motion
correction/after motion
correction

3

Field map
correction

Correct for distortion due
to magnetic susceptibility

Yes/No

2

Spatial
smoothing

Increase SNR for larger
activations and ensure
assumptions of Gaussian
random field theory

FWHM [4/6/8 mm]

3

Spatial
normalization

Warp individual brain to
match a group template

Method [linear/nonlinear]

2

High pass filter

Remove low-frequency
nuisance signals from data

Frequency cutoff [100, 120]

2

Head motion
regressors

Remove remaining signals
due to head motion via
statistical model

Yes/No
If Yes: 6/12/24 parameters or
single timepoint “scrubbing”
regressors

5

Hemodynamic
response

Account for delayed nature
of hemodynamic response
to neuronal activity

Basis function [singlegamma, double-gamma]
Derivatives
[none/shift/dispersion]

6

Temporal
autocorrelation
model

Model for the temporal
autocorrelation inherent in
fMRI signals.

Yes/no

2

Multiple
comparison
correction

Correct for large number of
comparisons across the
brain

Voxel-based GRF, Clusterbased GRF, FDR,
nonparameteric

4

Total possible
workflows

69,120

poldracklab.org
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On the plurality of (methodological) worlds: estimating the
analytic flexibility of fMRI experiments
Analytic flexibility in fMRI res
Joshua Carp*

6,912 pipelines

Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

How likely are published findings in the functional neuroimaging literature to be false?
According to a recent mathematical model, the potential for false positives increases with
the flexibility of analysis methods. Functional MRI (fMRI) experiments can be analyzed
Reviewed by:
using a large number of commonly used tools, with little consensus on how, when, or
Jonathan E. Peelle, Washington
whether to apply each one. This situation may lead to substantial variability in analysis outUniversity, USA
Eugene Duff, University of Oxford, UK
comes. Thus, the present study sought to estimate the flexibility of neuroimaging analysis
*Correspondence:
by submitting a single event-related fMRI experiment to a large number of unique analysis
Joshua Carp, Department of
procedures. Ten analysis steps for which multiple strategies appear in the literature were
Psychology, University of Michigan,
identified, and two to four strategies were enumerated for each step. Considering all pos530 Church Street, Ann Arbor, MI
sible combinations of these strategies yielded 6,912 unique analysis pipelines. Activation
48109, USA.
e-mail: jmcarp@umich.edu
maps from each pipeline were corrected for multiple comparisons using five thresholding
approaches, yielding 34,560 significance maps. While some outcomes were relatively consistent across pipelines, others showed substantial methods-related variability in activation
strength, location, and extent. Some analysis decisions contributed to this variability more
than others, and different decisions were associated with distinct patterns of variability
across the brain. Qualitative outcomes also varied with analysis parameters: many contrasts yielded significant activation under some pipelines but not others. Altogether, these
results reveal considerable flexibility in the analysis of fMRI experiments. This observation,
when combined with mathematical simulations linking analytic flexibility with elevated false
positive
rates,pipelines.
suggests that false
positive
results
be more
prevalent than
expected
FIGURE 1 | Variation in activation strength across
analysis
pipelines.
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P-hacking: Anything can become significant
Study 2: musical contrast and chronological
rejuvenation
…we asked 20 University of Pennsylvania undergraduates to
listen to either “When I’m Sixty-Four” by The Beatles or
“Kalimba.” Then, in an ostensibly unrelated task, they indicated
their birth date (mm/dd/ yyyy) and their father’s age. We used
father’s age to control for variation in baseline age across
participants.
An ANCOVA revealed the predicted effect: According to their birth
dates, people were nearly a year-and-a-half younger after listening to
“When I’m Sixty-Four” (adjusted M = 20.1 years) rather than to
“Kalimba” (adjusted M = 21.5 years), F(1, 17) = 4.92, p = .040.
-Simmons et al., 2011, Psychological Science

poldracklab.org
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P-hacking: Anything can become significant
Table 1. Likelihood of Obtaining a False-Positive Result
Significance level
Researcher degrees of freedom

p < .1

p < .05

p < .01

Situation A: two dependent variables (r = .50)
Situation B: addition of 10 more observations
per cell
Situation C: controlling for gender or interaction
of gender with treatment
Situation D: dropping (or not dropping) one of
three conditions
Combine Situations A and B
Combine Situations A, B, and C
Combine Situations A, B, C, and D

17.8%
14.5%

9.5%
7.7%

2.2%
1.6%

21.6%

11.7%

2.7%

23.2%

12.6%

2.8%

26.0%
50.9%
81.5%

14.4%
30.9%
60.7%

3.3%
8.4%
21.5%

Note: The table reports the percentage of 15,000 simulated samples in which at least one of a
set of analyses
was significant.
Observations
were drawn independently
-Simmons
et al.,
2011, Psychological
Science from a normal distribution. Baseline is a two-condition design with 20 observations per cell. Results for Situation A were
obtained by conducting three t tests, one on each of two dependent variables and a third on the
average of these two variables. Results for Situation B were obtained by conducting one poldracklab.org
t test after

Multiple comparison correction

•

Assessed latest 100 papers matching query for fMRI
activation studies

•
•
•

65 reported whole-brain activation data
Good news

•

only 3 papers reported uncorrected results

Bad news

•

11% of papers analyzed data using SPM/FSL but then
corrected for multiple comparisons using AFNI’s
alphasim/3dclustsim

•

Why is this a problem?
Poldrack et al, 2017, NRN
poldracklab.org

smoothness differently compared to SPM and FSL. Also note
that AFNI uses higher order interpolation for motion correction and spatial normalization, which leads to a lower
smoothness compared to more common linear interpolation.

(note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis). Clusters w
parametric FWE p-value more significant than 10 4 ar
cluded because a permutation test with 5000 permuta
can only resolve p-values down to 0.0002, and such p-va
would generate large ratios inherently. These results sug
cluster size inference with a CDT of p = 0.01 has FWE
flated by 2 to almost 3 orders of magnitude, and a CDT
= 0.001 has FWE significance inflated by up to 2 orde
magnitude.

P-hacking multiple comparison correction?

parametric and invalid parametric cluster size inference
take ratios larger than 1.0 as evidence of inflated (biased)
nificance in the parametric inferences.
For a cluster defining threshold of p = 0.01 and a
ter size of 400 voxels, the non-parametric cluster p-val
approximately 10 - 100 times larger compared to the p
metric p-value. For a cluster defining threshold of p = 0
and a cluster size of 100 voxels, the non-parametric cl
p-value is approximately 1.25 - 10 times larger compare
the parametric p-value. For contrast 1 of the word and o
processing task data set (Table 3), one cluster has a para
10:p-value
Group of
smoothness
estimates
(mm full width
at of
half
0.0182 and
a non-parametric
p-value
0.
Fig. 11: Cluster extent thresholds (in cubic millimeters) forFig. ric
for SPM,
FLAME and
AFNI.familywise
The smoothness
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theFSL
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estimated
error
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AlphaSim
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of
FSL
OLS, according
Figuret-tests
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the Beijing
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thatusing
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based
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mmfor
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resting stateNote
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et al.,
2016,
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threshold from the FSL software, as first level results fromrection and spatial normalization, which leads to a lower
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smoothness compared to more common linear
interpolation.
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It’s not just fMRI

How to get statistically significant effects in any ERP
experiment (and why you shouldn’t)
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Aquaculture in

operations that reveal little, if any, negative
impact on the environment or local ecosys-

industry governed by re
basis
in the ecology of
poldracklab.org

Small errors can have big eﬀects
# 23-class classification problem
skf=StratifiedKFold(labels,8)
if trainsvm:
pred=N.zeros(len(labels))
for train,test in skf:
clf=LinearSVC()
clf.fit(data[train],labels[train])
pred[test]=clf.predict(data[test])

Results:
93% accuracy

data[:,train]
data[:,test]

Results:
53% accuracy

http://www.russpoldrack.org/2013/02/anatomy-of-coding-error.html
poldracklab.org

Bug-hacking

•

Bugs that confirm our predictions are less likely to be
uncovered than bugs that disconfirm them
poldracklab.org

Improvement: The principle of assumed error

•

Whenever you find a seemingly good result (e.g. one
that fits your predictions), assume that it occurred due
to an error in your code

•

Helps protect from bug hacking

poldracklab.org

Improvement: Software testing and validation

•

Smoke tests and unit tests may be useful but are not
suﬃcient

•

For complex analyses:

•

Parameter recovery: Generate data for which the true
answer is known, and assess ability of code to recover
the correct answer

•

Randomization: Generate data for which the null
hypothesis of no relationship should be true on
average, and ensure that the observed false positive
rate is accurate (cf. Eklund et al., 2016, PNAS)

http://www.russpoldrack.org/2016/08/the-principle-of-assumed-error.html
poldracklab.org

have all called for transparency. To make it happen, they have to be
prepared to make the necessary policy changes, and to pay for training,
workshops and initiatives. But the most important change must come
in the attitude of scientists. If you are still hesitant about releasing your
code, then ask yourself this question: does it perform the algorithm
personal take on events
you describe in your paper? If it does,Ayour
audience will accept it, and
maybe feel happier with its own efforts to write programs. If not, well,
you should fix that anyway. O SEE NEWS FEATURE P. 775

Improvement: Code sharing

WORLD VIEW

WWW.SERENAATKINS.COM

Publish your computer
Nick Barnes is director
of the Climate
Codegood
Foundation, enough
code:
it
is
Sheffield S17 4DL, UK.

Freely provided working code — whatever its quality — improves programming
e-mail: nb@climatecode.org
and enables others to engage with your research, says Nick Barnes.

I

am a professional software
want
1 4 engineer
O C T and
O BI E
R to2share
0 1 0a trade
| VO
with scientists: most professional computer software isn’t
s Limited.secret
All
rights
reserved
very good. The code inside your laptop, television, phone or car is
often badly documented, inconsistent and poorly tested.
Why does this matter to science? Because to turn raw data into
published research papers often requires a little programming, which
means that most scientists write software. And you scientists generally
think the code you write is poor. It doesn’t contain good comments,
have sensible variable names or proper indentation. It breaks if you
introduce badly formatted data, and you need to edit the output by
hand to get the columns to line up. It includes a routine written by a
graduate student which you never completely understood, and so on.
Sound familiar? Well, those things don’t matter.
That the code is a little raw is one of the main reasons scientists give
for not sharing it with others. Yet, software in all
trades is written to be good enough for the job
intended. So if your code is good enough to do
the job, then it is good enough to release — and
releasing it will help your research and your field.

intends
to replace
Lthem
4 6and
7 now
| N
AT U
R E |its7original
5 3 software with ours.

So, openness improved both the code used by the scientists and the
ability of the public to engage with their work. This is to be expected.
Other scientific methods improve through peer review. The opensource movement has led to rapid improvements within the software
industry. But science source code, not exposed to scrutiny, cannot
benefit in this way.

NO EXCUSES

If scientists stand to gain, why do you not publish your code? I have
already discussed misplaced concern about quality. Here are my
responses to some other common excuses.
It is not common practice. As explained above, this must change in
climate science and should do so across all fields. Some disciplines,
such as bioinformatics, are already changing.
People will pick holes and demand support and
bug fixes. Publishing code may see you accused of
sloppiness. Not publishing can draw allegations
poldracklab.org
of fraud. Which is worse? Nobody
is entitled to

NOBODY IS ENTITLED

Improvement: Use established libraries when possible

•

•

Avoid the NIH (“not invented here”) eﬀect

•

rejecting existing solutions in favor of home-grown
ones

•

“I need to write a new DICOM to Nifti converter”

Prefer libraries that use good software engineering
practices

poldracklab.org

Study reporting and transparency

•

In 22 of the 65 papers we analyzed for multiple
comparison procedures, it was impossible to identify
precisely which correction technique was used

•

beyond generic terms such as “cluster based
correction”

poldracklab.org

key remaining shortcomings in current practice.
Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research,
Orangeburg, New York, USA. 12Stanford University,
What is reproducibility?
Stanford, California, USA. 13University of California,
Open science comprises a number of different
Berkeley, California, USA. 14NEUROingenia Clinical
goals and principles. The COBIDAS was speand Research Center, Mexico City, Mexico. 15Inria,
cifically concerned with ‘open data’ and ‘open
Paris-Saclay University, Paris, France. 16Washington
methodology’, both of which are in service of
University in St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri, USA.
17Erasmus University Medical Center, Rotterdam,
‘open reproducible research.’ An immediate
challenge was to obtain a working definition
The Netherlands. 18National University of
of reproducibility.
We
considered a7,8hierarchy
Singapore, Singapore. Correspondence should be
1
2,3
4,5
2,3
2,6
Thomas E Nichols , Samir Das , Simon B Eickhoff , Alan C Evans , Tristan Glatard , Michael Hanke ,
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concepts
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Improvement: Better study description

Best practices in data analysis and sharing
in neuroimaging using MRI

Bertrand Thirion15, David C Van Essen16, Tonya White17 & B T Thomas Yeo18

Given concerns about the reproducibility of scientific findings, neuroimaging must define best practices for data
NATURE
NEUROSCIENCE
VOLUME
20 |sharing
NUMBER
3 | MARCH
2017
analysis,
results
reporting, and algorithm
and data
to promote
transparency,
reliability and collaboration. We
describe insights from developing a set of recommendations on behalf of the Organization for Human Brain Mapping
and identify barriers that impede these practices, including how the discipline must change to fully exploit the
potential of the world’s neuroimaging data.
attempted to replicate 100 psychology stud- surement and analytical stability to broader
www.humanbrainmapping.org/cobidas/
ies and succeeded in only 39 cases , there is notions of generalizability (Table 1). A very

The advancement of science requires continuous examination of the principles and practices
by which the research community operates. In
recent years, this ongoing evaluative process
has flagged concerns about the reproducibility
of published research. From the early claim by
John Ioannidis in 2005 that “most published
research findings are false”1 to the recent work
by the Open Science Collaboration, which
1University

of Warwick, Coventry, UK. 2McGill
University, Montreal, Canada. 3Montreal

2

mounting evidence that scientific results are
less reliable than widely assumed.
Efforts promoting open science principles
across fields (for example3) as a means of fostering transparency and reproducibility are
valuable, but we also need efforts focusing specifically on human neuroimaging. To address
this need, the Organization for Human Brain
Mapping (OHBM) created the Committee on
Best Practices in Data Analysis and Sharing

narrow notion of generalizability would be
test–retest reliability on the same scanner, same
subject, within 30 min, while a more extended
notion would be using different scanners on
the same subject with reimaging occurring
within 7 d. Generalization over analyses corresponds to reanalysis of the same data using
identical or similar tools. One variant of this is
‘computational reproducibility’5, where independent researchers reanalyze poldracklab.org
the data and

Improvement: Data Sharing

Potential for reuse

Included
in most papers
Aggregated and
annotated by NeuroSynth,
BrainMap, BrainSpell

NeuroVault

More

d
or
e

Less

y

REVIEW

OpenfMRI, fMRIDC, INDI, NKI
HCP, ADNI

Peak coordinates
Statistical maps
Raw data
Raw + preprocessed data

Scale of data/cost of sharing

s.

he

be found to be statistically significant23. The knowledge that data will
Poldrack & Gorgolewski, 2014
ultimately be shared provides an incentive for researchers to ensure
poldracklab.org
that they engage in research practices that will stand up to further

OpenfMRI: Sharing complete raw datasets

poldracklab.org

Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS)

http://bids.neuroimaging.io

poldracklab.org

Neurovault: Sharing statistical maps

Gorgolewski et al., 2015
poldracklab.org

Neurosynth: Sharing coordinate-based data

poldracklab.org

Open sharing is associated with better science

Willingness to Share Research Data Is Related to the
Strength of the Evidence and the Quality of Reporting of
Statistical Results
Jelte M. Wicherts*, Marjan Bakker, Dylan Molenaar
Psychology Department, Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract
Background: The widespread reluctance to share published research data is often hypothesized to be due to the authors’
fear that reanalysis may expose errors in their work or may produce conclusions that contradict their own. However, these
hypotheses have not previously been studied systematically.
Methods and Findings: We related the reluctance to share research data for reanalysis to 1148 statistically significant results
reported in 49 papers published in two major psychology journals. We found the reluctance to share data to be associated
with weaker evidence (against the null hypothesis of no effect) and a higher prevalence of apparent errors in the reporting
of statistical results. The unwillingness to share data was particularly clear when reporting errors had a bearing on statistical
significance.
Conclusions: Our findings on the basis of psychological papers suggest that statistical results are particularly hard to verify
when reanalysis is more likely to lead to contrasting conclusions. This highlights the importance of establishing mandatory
poldracklab.org
data archiving policies.

Why people don’t share data

•
•
•

Concern about being scooped

•

“The thing that matters the least is being scooped. The
thing that matters the most is being ignored.” - Gary King

Concern about errors being discovered

•
•

We should want to know if we made an error
We need to be more forgiving of honest admission of errors

Concern about the time and eﬀort involved

•
•

Sharing of statistical maps is easy and fast
Sharing of full dataset is easier when you format using BIDS
from the beginning

poldracklab.org

Improvement: Sharing of analysis platforms

•

“an article about a computational result is
advertising, not scholarship. The actual scholarship is
the full software environment, code and data, that
produced the result.” - Buckheit & Donoho, 1995

•

The tale of myconnectome

poldracklab.org

Virtual machines as tools for reproducible science

poldracklab.org

Reproducible computing: VMs and containers

Virtual machines

Docker containers
poldracklab.org

Includes apps for: Freesurfer, SPM, HCP pipelines, Tracula, CPAC, FSL

Gorgolewski et al., 2017, PLOS Comp Bio

Running freesurfer via BIDS Apps
1. Install Docker
2. Run command:
docker run -ti --rm \
-v /Users/filo/data/ds005:/bids_dataset:ro \
-v /Users/filo/outputs:/outputs \
bids/freesurfer:v6.0.0-2 \
/bids_dataset /outputs participant --participant_label 01 \
--license_key “<your license key here>"

poldracklab.org

OpenNeuro Suite
•

A set of workflows developed for the
OpenNeuro project

•
•
•
•

Glass-box philosophy

•

Expose as many details as possible
through detailed reports

Reproducibility

•

Versioned containers for Docker/
Singularity

Robustness

•

Testing with continuous integration

Community-driven

•

Heavily based on user feedback

poldracklab.org

mriqc: a robust quality control workflow
Robust Image Quality Metrics (IQMs)
Quality Assessment of T1w and fMRI
Automated classification of T1w
(Esteban et. al 2017)
Visual reports
Ease and speed up individual eyeballing
Group reports: distribution of each IQM
Easy to use
I/O Standardization:
BIDS for inputs
BIDS-Apps for command line
Containerized:
Docker (poldracklab/mriqc)
Singularity (HPC friendly containers)

mriqc.org

Esteban et al., in press, PLOS One
poldracklab.org

fmriprep: a robust and transparent preprocessing pipeline
Robust
takes any dataset,
combines well tested tools
across packages to provide
the best results
Easy to use
Uses containers, works on Win, Mac, Linux and HPCs. Takes
standardized datasets (BIDS) and outputs standardized
derivatives.

Transparent
Produces interactive reports
that allow you to check
quality in minutes.

http://fmriprep.org
poldracklab.org

Editorial

4 Ten Simple Rules for Reproducible Computational
Research

Geir Kjetil Sandve1,2*, Anton Nekrutenko3, James Taylor4, Eivind Hovig1,5,6
1 Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, Blindern, Oslo, Norway, 2 Centre for Cancer Biomedicine, University of Oslo, Blindern, Oslo, Norway, 3 Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and The Huck Institutes for the Life Sciences, Penn State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, United States of America,
4 Department of Biology and Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America, 5 Department of Tumor
Biology, Institute for Cancer Research, The Norwegian Radium Hospital, Oslo University Hospital, Montebello, Oslo, Norway, 6 Institute for Medical Informatics, The
Norwegian Radium Hospital, Oslo University Hospital, Montebello, Oslo, Norway

Replication is the cornerstone of a
cumulative science [1]. However, new
tools and technologies, massive amounts
of data, interdisciplinary approaches, and
the complexity of the questions being
asked are complicating replication efforts,
as are increased pressures on scientists to
advance their research [2]. As full replication of studies on independently collected
data is often not feasible, there has recently
been a call for reproducible research as an
attainable minimum standard for assessing
the value of scientific claims [3]. This
requires that papers in experimental
science describe the results and provide a
sufficiently clear protocol to allow successful repetition and extension of analyses
based on original data [4].
The importance of replication and
reproducibility has recently been exempli-

We further note that reproducibility is
just as much about the habits that ensure
reproducible research as the technologies
that can make these processes efficient and
realistic. Each of the following ten rules
captures a specific aspect of reproducibility, and discusses what is needed in terms
of information handling and tracking of
procedures. If you are taking a bare-bones
approach to bioinformatics analysis, i.e.,
running various custom scripts from the
command line, you will probably need to
handle each rule explicitly. If you are
instead performing your analyses through
an integrated framework (such as GenePattern [10], Galaxy [11], LONI pipeline
[12], or Taverna [13]), the system may
already provide full or partial support for
most of the rules. What is needed on your
part is then merely the knowledge of how

than to do it while underway). We believe
that the rewards of reproducibility will
compensate for the risk of having spent
valuable time developing an annotated
catalog of analyses that turned out as blind
alleys.
As a minimal requirement, you should
at least be able to reproduce the results
yourself. This would satisfy the most basic
requirements of sound research, allowing
any substantial future questioning of the
research to be met with a precise explanation. Although it may sound like a very
weak requirement, even this level of
reproducibility will often require a certain
level of care in order to be met. There will
for a given analysis be an exponential
number of possible combinations of software versions, parameter values, preprocessing steps, and so on, meaning that

•

Rule 1: For every result/figure, make sure you can
reproduce it

•

Corollary: Avoid Manual Data Manipulation Steps

Growth in a Time of Debt
By Carmen M. Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff*

American Economic Review: Papers & Proceedings 100 (May 2010): 573–578
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Growth in a Time of Debt

Is the evidence for austerity based on an Excel spreadsheet error? - The Washington Post

2/12/16, 2:56 PM

Wonkblog

Is the evidence for austerity based on an Excel spreadsheet
error?

Debt, Growth and the Austerity Debate - The New York Times

2/12/16, 3:03 PM

By Brad Plumer April 16, 2013
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The paper in question is Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff's famous 2010

Debt, Growth and the Austerity Debate
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•

Rule 2: Use version control for all computer code

vs.
RTanalysis_script3_June1_good_try4.R

•

Rule 3: Build quality control into your analyses

CORRECTION
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Science

Stephan Lewandowsky, Gilles E. Gignac, Klaus Oberauer
Stephan Lewandowsky, Gilles E. Gignac, Klaus Oberauer
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In [1]: age=32757

In [2]: assert age>12 and age<120
-----------------------------------------------AssertionError
Traceback (most recent call last)
<ipython-input-2-37de876b5fda> in <module>()
----> 1 assert age>12 and age<120
AssertionError:

•

Rule 4: Make your data, code, and results public

Improvement: Severe testing
The road to wisdom? --- Well, it's plain
and simple to express:
Err
and err
and err again
but less
and less
and less.
- Piet Hein

•

We need to subject our
ideas to “severe
testing” (D. Mayo)

•

Tests that have a high
likelihood of showing
that we are wrong, if in
fact we are

•

Need to apply this to
our scientific ideas as
well as our software

poldracklab.org

Conclusions

•

Humans are biased in ways that work against the
goals of science

•

We need to redesign the choice architecture of
neuroimaging methods so that it prevents rather
than aﬀords fooling ourselves

•

Doing these things will make your life harder but
make your science better

•

If every experiment “works” then are we really
doing interesting science?

poldracklab.org

Things you can do today

•
•
•

Never run another underpowered study

•
•

Share your data and code

Pre-register your research
Use nonparametric corrections for multiple
comparisons in fMRI

Use version control and software testing

•

If you don’t know how, sign up for a Software
Carpentry course
poldracklab.org
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